Does the serum peptidome reveal hemostatic dysregulation?
There is a significant need for markers that are diagnostic of disease, particularly cancer. For these biomarkers to be useful they would need to be able to detect disease early in its progression with high sensitivity and specificity. Many approaches are being undertaken to attempt to find such biomarkers using the tools of systems biology, i.e., parallel measurement techniques including proteomics (parallel protein measurements). Often the premise behind such an approach was to cast a wide net and then design an assay for specific elements that were found to be diagnostic. One such approach has utilized matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-mass spectrometry to interrogate the low-molecular-weight component of serum (the fluid component of blood following clotting), the serum peptidome. This approach has the appealing characteristic of speed of analysis but has a number of shortcomings mostly due to signal:noise and mass resolution in some instruments, making peak analysis difficult. Of course, experimental design and statistical analysis have to be conducted with the system limitations in mind. These points have been addressed by others, but few have focused on a potentially larger issue with serum peptidome analysis - are the signals being measured informing us about the disease state directly or indirectly through measurement of another physiological process such as hemostatic dysregulation? This article will present evidence that points to careful measures of the serum peptidome revealing differences in clotting time in disease states and not direct measures of tumor proteolytic activity on blood proteins.